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Home-based Activities
A collection of arts activities from our 

online arts summer programme for you 
to complete at home.



Activity One

Composing
Hanz Zimmer composed the Blue Planet II music. He said that he was 

inspired by Claude Monet’s paintings. Here is a painting by Claude Monet.

Monet created this painting by using lots and lots of quick, small brush 
strokes. Hanz Zimmer wanted to apply the same idea to the Blue Planet II 

score. He did this by having the musicians in the orchestra use short plucks 
and bows – lots of little, short sounds layered together to create what he 

called a “tidal orchestra”.

Listen to the Blue Planet II score on our Creative Transitions 
YouTube Channel.

Can you compose a piece of music using short repeating melodies (motifs) 
and/ or layering and playing lots of short notes?
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Activity Two

Listening

John Cage was a famous American composer, philosopher, poet and artist.

He made out-of-the-ordinary music using strange and interesting 
techniques. He invented the prepared piano. This involved changing the 
sound of the piano by inserting household objects like screws, nuts and 

bolts between the strings!

Head to our Creative Transitions YouTube Channel to see how this is done 
and what it sounds like.

John Cage inspired musicians to use the piano in unusual ways. Take a look 
at our YouTube channel to see musicians use horse hair and �shing line 

amongst other things to make music.
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Activity Three

Music and Art

Can you choose some music that relates to how you feel? The music may be 
happy, sad, tranquil, excited, serious, angry or thoughtful.

Listen to the music. Can you draw how the music makes you feel? Gather 
some crayons and big paper, listen to the music and just draw. Don’t think 

about what you are drawing, just draw. You might draw lines, curves, 
scribbles or loops depending on how the music makes you feel. You might 

even close your eyes and draw. You’re not trying to draw a speci�c
thing or scene, you’re just creating art whilst listening to music. You might 
choose a speci�c colour to match the mood of the music. This type of art is 

called automatism, it literally means ‘automatic drawing’. Be creative without 
thinking or trying to control what you are doing.
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